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There are so many tales to be told from how
camp has impacted my Lily- so many
stories that she could probably tell herself,

but I feel that this one story truly paints the
picture of the impact that Camp Encourage
has made on her life. Upon returning from

the March mini-session, I got a phone call
from my daughter while I was at practice for
my adult softball team. I told her that I

would call her back because I couldn't hear
her and she was pretty upset by the time I was able to call her back. She was pretty mad
at me because the question she had was VERY urgent. Once I was able to return her call
and actually hear her speaking to me, she asked with that same sense of urgency if she
would be attending the June or July session for camp this year. I told her June and her
response was "Yessss!" with that excited, long drawn out 's'. To most parents, this would be
nothing-for me, it was the world. You may be wondering why this is a big deal? For one,

I've never heard Lily use this phrase of excitement in all of her 12 years. She's not a kid who
gets excited or shows emotion about stuff; for her to show this kind of excitement was a
pretty big deal. In addition to the level of excitement she showed in that moment, it was
an even bigger deal because the excitement was not only linked to camp but the fact
that she would be attending camp with her friend Ender, to whom she'd grown quite
attached.
Anybody with a kid who has high

functioning autism knows how very
big it is for a kiddo to form such an
exciting relationship with another
child. Camp Encourage has changed
our life in so many ways, but this one

moment is the one that I'll remember
and cherish forever.

